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1. Introduction

On 14th February 2004 the famous Italian cyclist Marco Pantani was found dead in a hotel in Rimini. The autopsy revealed heart failure caused by an overdose of cocaine. His death was a supposed suicide and the case was closed. Ten years later the Italian authorities reopened the investigation. It is now questioned whether the overdose was taken voluntarily. It is not unlikely that someone else was involved as there are still unanswered questions about a head injury and indications that his body was moved. There is doubt whether the crime scene was examined thoroughly enough [1]. If someone forced Pantani to take the lethal dose of cocaine the supposed suicide could become a case of murder.

In such cases the way in which the crime scene is handled may be influenced by the initial classification of the situation by the crime scene investigators. Typically, the scene of an alleged suicide is investigated differently and less thorough than the scene of an alleged murder. In the present study we empirically investigate whether that initial classification of a crime scene as well as the further examination and interpretation of the scene of crime is influenced by prior expectations.

If the police are investigating a serious crime one of the first steps is often the examination of the crime scene. Since it is impossible to secure every single item or possible trace evidence at the scene, decisions have to be made during the examination about the relevance of the available physical evidence. There is only one opportunity to examine the scene of crime, so it is crucial that it is processed as precise and correct as possible.

One of the tasks of a crime scene investigator is to reconstruct what may have happened and, based on the reconstruction, to decide which traces are relevant and must be secured. The process of reconstructing the events before, during and after a crime is not a matter of ticking boxes on a checklist and following procedures, but involves active thinking. As all human thinking, this process can be prone to biases or errors in judgement.

In a large body of research the influence of expectancy effects or contextual information on decisions has been studied in a broad range of disciplines [2-5]. So far the influence of these expectancy effects on perception and decision-making at the scene of crime has been overlooked. In the present study we address that gap in the literature by exploring...
the influence of prior information on the perception and interpretation of an ambiguous crime scene.

1.1. Crime scene investigation

The process of reconstructing a crime usually begins with a walk-through of the scene. This preliminary round is done to give the investigator a rough idea of what happened, why it happened and how it happened. Inman and Rudin [6,7] describe that a preliminary hypothesis should be formulated at the start of the crime scene investigation. The hypothesis should be based on prior information and on the identification of potential evidence. The next step is the determination of the evidence: what evidence is present at the scene and which physical traces need to be secured. Finally, the evidence is secured. For example, fingerprints are ‘lifted’ and blood samples are taken for testing DNA.

Although there has been increased attention in papers on forensic science for the role of human cognition in the investigation of the crime scene [8–10] the main emphasis in most of the handbooks written about forensic science and crime scene processing is not on how the crime scene should be examined or how to find crime related traces. Instead, the focus of these handbooks is on preventing crime scene contamination and on the last step in the crime scene investigation: how to secure different types of physical evidence in an appropriate manner [11–15].

Safarstein [15] even writes that ‘the know-how for conducting a proper crime-scene search for physical evidence is not beyond the grasp of any police department, regardless of its size. With proper training, police agencies can ensure competent performance at crime scenes. In many jurisdictions, police agencies have delegated this task to a specialized team of technicians. However, the techniques of crime-scene investigation are not difficult to master and certainly lie within the bounds of comprehension of the average police officer.’

The previous contention demonstrates the lack of emphasis on probably the most important first step: the initial assessment of the crime scene. All further decisions about the physical evidence are based on the initial perception and interpretation of the crime scene. It is important to think about were crime related traces can be found in each specific crime scene. For example, it may not be useful to first search for latent fingerprints on the front door when there are no signs of a forced entry. The contention, however, suggests that investigating a crime scene is a routine process that does not involve active thinking and that crime scene investigators do not require any special expertise.

An explanation for the fact that this first step is underexposed in handbooks on crime scene investigation could be that it is difficult to draft general guidelines on how to process a crime scene. The main argument is that every crime scene is unique. In a Home Office paper Tilley and Ford [16] wrote: ‘In practice, however, almost all scene examination is less than fully comprehensive, since exhaustively combing every scene for any contact materials is clearly impractical. Prioritisation in scene examination seemed generally to be ad hoc. SOCOs [scenes of crime officers] value the professional autonomy to determine what should be examined and collected from the scene of an incident.’

This ad hoc decision making style may explain why instructions in police guidelines and handbooks on how to search a crime scene is limited to merely mentioning that the search must be conducted in an objective, systematic and methodological manner [13,17]. However, important questions such as why certain traces should be collected and how the crime scene is interpreted should not be overlooked, as the answers to these questions are the foundation of the further investigation.

Mistakes made during the investigation of the crime scene are impossible to rectify in hindsight. Once the crime scene is processed it will be released, meaning that the crime scene will no longer be protected [18]. Trace evidence can be damaged and items can be removed or added to the scene, making it impossible to restore it to its original state at a later time. There is only one chance to properly process the scene, so it is crucial that it is done as precise and objective as possible.

1.2. Information

The visual inspection of the crime scene or ‘walk-through’ is not the only source of information that a crime scene investigator has at the start of the investigation. Before the investigator enters the scene he or she is briefed about the situation, typically by uniformed police officers. The investigator for instance receives information about how the body was found or who the victim is, to the extent that it is known at that time. That additional information can help the investigator with the reconstruction of the events before, during and after the crime. A hypothesis, which may help determining what kind of evidence to look for and where, can be formulated based on the information. Thus, crime scene investigators need information to search for and interpret evidence [10].

However, there is a chance that this case information unduly influences the investigator’s thinking and interpretation and evidence that does not fit with the information is overlooked. Cooley and Turvey [19] note that information can consciously or unconsciously create expectations that can, as they put it, contaminate the forensic examiner’s objectivity. The influence of these expectancy effects on perception and reasoning in the forensic domain is extensively explained by Risinger, Saks, Thompson, and Rosenthal [20], Saks, Risinger, Rosenthal, and Thompson [21], and more recently by Kassin, Dror, and Kukucka [22]. Although there has been increased attention for this forensic confirmation bias [22], the influence of such expectancy effects on perception and decision making at a scene of crime has not been examined yet. Prior information about a case could influence expectations about what may be found at the crime scene. It is important to process a crime scene objectively, but how objective is the investigation when the examiner’s objectivity is contaminated by expectations?

Expectancy effects occur most frequently when ambiguity is greatest [21,23]. Cooley and Turvey [19] point out the challenge for forensic examiners in a laboratory to interpret ambiguous stimuli (e.g., incomplete fingerprint), but that is also true for crime scene investigators. Objects found at the crime scene can be quite ambiguous in that scene. Objects may be interpretable in more than one way, depending on the explanation adopted of what has happened. The expectations about the case and the crime scene cannot only influence the interpretation of the crime scene as a whole, but also what is recognized as evidence and which pieces of evidence are secured. The complex nature of crime scene investigations raises the question if and to what extent, the investigators are vulnerable to expectancy effects.

To date expectancy effects or the influence of contextual information have been found in many different areas in the forensic (laboratory) domain, such as fingerprint comparisons [24], interpretation of DNA [25], polygraph examinations [26], interrogations [27], and recently also in verbal credibility assessment [28], forensic anthropology [29] and bite-mark comparisons [30]. Although these effects have been demonstrated in many studies, it has to be noted that some studies did not find an influence of contextual factors on forensic comparisons [31,32].

In the present study we address how experienced crime scene investigators are influenced by their expectations while processing an ambiguous crime scene. It is hypothesized that prior information received by crime scene investigators influences their expectations and thus influences the assessment of what happened at the scene of crime and the traces that are secured.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Fifty-eight experienced Dutch crime scene investigators participated in the experiment. They were recruited among six different police
regions in The Netherlands. The age of the participants ranged from 27 to 63 years \( (M = 44.8, SD = 8.9) \). Participants had on average 8.5 years \( (SD = 7) \) of experience with the investigation of crime scenes from serious criminal offenses. Fifteen (25.9%) of the participants were female.

2.2. Design

The experiment included three conditions in a between subjects design. With ‘conditions’ we refer to the versions of the experiment that were presented to the participants. The conditions were (1) prior information that indicated suicide, (2) prior information that indicated a violent death, and (3) prior information without any indication on the manner of death. All participants received a questionnaire on their background characteristics (for example: gender, age, level of education, years of experience as a crime scene investigator) prior to the study. Participants were assigned to the experimental conditions based on an equal distribution of their background characteristics. Therefore there were no significant differences in age \( (F(1, 55) = 0.30, p = 0.74) \), gender or years of experience \( (F(1, 55) = 0.02, p = 0.99) \) between the conditions. Dependent measures were the traces participants secured and their impressions of the scene.

2.3. Materials

For the present experiment a unique mock crime scene was constructed with help of forensic instructors of the Police Academy. In one of the crime houses that is routinely used for training purposes an anatomical female mannequin was hung in the stairwell. The crime scene was constructed to be ambiguous. The victim could have committed suicide or could have been murdered. There was evidence present for both scenarios, but in fact we constructed a crime scene of a murder that the perpetrator staged as a suicide. There were several crime related traces present in the mock crime scene that potentially could help the investigators with the interpretation of what had happened (see Appendix B).

Participants received different prior information about the case depending on the condition they were in. Participants in the suicide condition received information that a neighbour found the victim hanging and that the death was considered a supposed suicide. This was based on the situation encountered and the fact that the victim had a history of depression. A witness who had worked in the park in the street all day stated that he had not seen anything peculiar nor had he seen anyone leave the house.

Participants in the murder condition received information that a neighbour found the victim and that the death was considered a supposed murder. This was based on the situation encountered and the fact that there were previous reports of domestic violence at the address. A witness who had worked in the park in the street all day stated that he had seen a man leave the house at the end of the morning.

Participants in the control condition received information that a neighbour found the victim hanging and that there were no witnesses present near the premises.

The influence of prior information was measured at three different times in the investigation, namely at their initial assessment of the scene (first impression), during the investigation (traces they wanted to secure) and finally when they were finished with the investigation (most likely scenario).

After the crime scene was set up the ground floor of the house was recorded with a panoramic camera. The areas of the house that participants could investigate were the kitchen, the dining area, the living area, the staircase and the hallway (see Appendix A). In this particular case the upper floor of the house was not related to the crime and therefore not recorded. The 360-degree images were combined in a computer program, allowing participants to assess the crime scene in 360-degrees and walk through the ground floor in a game like manner. Detailed photographs of the crime scene were inserted into the panoramic scene, making it possible to detect small forensic traces. Since it was not intended that participants would be able to find all the crime related evidence by just systematically clicking on all these so called ‘hotspots’, as many detailed photographs as possible were inserted into the panoramic scene. In this manner, all areas in the house could be assessed in more detail, with detailed photographs from both crime related and foil items, without giving away which areas and items were important. The 360-degree photograph thus contained 18 crime related and 30 foil detailed photographs or ‘hotspots’.

2.4. Procedure

Participants were first asked to read the case information that differed according to the condition. After reading the information participants were provided with four normal photographs of the crime scene to get an overview of the situation. They were then asked to write down their first impression of what had happened (‘what is your first impression of what has happened here?’) and to rate how confident they were about that impression on a nine-point Likert scale ranging from 1 being ‘very uncertain’ to 9 being ‘very certain’. The aim of presenting the participants with the photographs was to enable them to get a general view of the situation and to formulate a first impression, without already presenting them with detailed visual information about the crime scene.

Participants then received a general instruction on how to navigate through the panoramic photograph and were told to reconstruct what had happened and to secure all traces they considered to be crime related. After reading the instruction participants were asked to sit in front of the computer and assess the ambiguous mock crime scene in the 360-degree panoramic photograph. The time limit for their investigation was 30 min.

After investigating the crime scene participants received a questionnaire and were asked to write down which traces they wanted to secure and why. They could write down anything they considered relevant and there was no limit to the number of traces they could secure. Participants then had to prioritize the secured evidence, by selecting five traces that should be sent to the forensic laboratory for further analysis. Lastly, participants were again asked to write down what their impression of the crime scene was (‘What could possibly have happened here and why?’). If multiple answers were given an additional question verified which of the options was most likely (‘If you have indicated several possibilities which event is most likely?’). Participants were asked to rate how certain they were of the most likely event on a nine-point Likert scale \( (1 = \text{very uncertain}; 9 = \text{very certain}) \) and had to answer some additional questions about how motivated they were to make a proper reconstruction, whether they perceived time pressure and were confident in having found the important traces, all rated on a nine-point Likert scale.

After participants had finished the questionnaire a short interview was conducted. They were asked if there were certain aspects of the crime scene that drew their attention in particular, and to what extent they thought that prior information influenced their assessment of the crime scene. Finally, we posed a question about how they experienced investigating a crime scene in a virtual environment.

3. Results

3.1. First impression

In all three conditions the majority of the participants wrote down suicide as a scenario when we asked them to give their first impression after seeing the four photos (see Fig. 1). Only one participant, who was in the murder condition, wrote down murder as a scenario after the initial assessment of the scene. It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the
differences between the conditions were driven more by the number of “indecisive” than by the number of “murder” as a first impression.

In order to test whether the differences between the conditions were significant a Chi-Square test was performed. To enable us to get a full impression of the differences between the conditions the count, percentage and adjusted residuals of all cells were also displayed (see Table 1). The adjusted residuals indicate whether the counted numbers differ significantly from the expected numbers [33]. There was no overall significant association found between condition and first impression ($\chi^2$ (4) = 7.17, $p = 0.09$), however in some cells, the counted and expected values did differ significantly. In the suicide condition, somewhat more participants than expected wrote down suicide as a first impression and somewhat fewer participants than expected wrote down indecisive as a first impression. In the murder condition, significantly fewer participants than expected wrote down suicide as a first impression and significantly more participants than expected wrote down indecisive as a first impression.

There was a significant effect of condition on confidence scores $F$(1, 51) = 4.82, $p < 0.05$, $\omega^2$ = 0.12. Post hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni correction indicated that participants in the suicide condition ($M = 6.2$, $SD = 1.8$) were significantly more confident about their first impression compared to participants in the murder condition ($M = 4.8$, $SD = 1.0$). The control condition ($M = 5.4$, $SD = 0.9$) did not differ significantly from both experimental groups.

3.2. Number of secured traces

A one-way ANOVA was performed on the number of traces the participants secured. Results showed a significant effect of condition on the number of secured traces $F$(2, 55) = 3.18, $p = 0.05$, $\omega^2$ = 0.07. Post hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni correction indicated that participants in the murder condition ($M = 17.8$, $SD = 6.6$) secured significantly more traces compared to participants in the suicide condition ($M = 12.9$, $SD = 4.9$). The number of secured traces in the control condition ($M = 15.3$, $SD = 6.5$) did not differ significantly from both experimental groups.

3.3. Crime related traces

We had put several crime related traces in the mock crime scene that potentially could help the investigators with the interpretation of what had happened. Examples of these traces were blood on a door handle in the living room and some hairs around the victim's neck that were longer and had a different colour than the hair colour of the victim. Some exploratory analyses were conducted to examine whether participants secured other traces dependent on the condition they were in. These analyses showed no significant differences between the conditions as to which of the crime related traces were secured.

Exploratory analyses revealed no significant relation between the crime related traces that were secured and the initial most likely scenario. One exception were the foreign hairs on the victim's body. Participants who secured the hairs significantly more often had mentioned murder as the most likely scenario compared to participants who did not secure the hairs ($t$(56) = $-2.89$, $p < 0.05$, $r = 0.36$).

3.4. Most likely scenario

After processing the crime scene, the participants again gave an overall assessment of what might have happened (see Fig. 2). It can be seen that participants in all conditions shift their opinion towards murder, compared to the initial assessment of the scene. Hence, processing the crime scene leads to more correct decisions, as in this case it was a murder scene, staged by the perpetrator as a suicide. Using Haberman’s adjusted residuals procedure [33], we detect in cross Table 2 some small differences ($p < 0.10$) in two of the six cells, both in the “most likely: murder”-column, though an overall $\chi^2$ test did not turn out to be significant ($\chi^2$ (4) = 4.79, $p = 0.33$). All over we interpret these slightly contrary results as supporting the hypothesis of dependency between conditions and response, also because the effect size is rather large, the difference between the suicide and murder condition relative to the frequencies of “most likely: murder” is more than 34%. In the suicide condition fewer participants than expected wrote down “murder” as the most likely scenario, whereas in the murder condition more participants than expected wrote down “murder” as most likely scenario (see Table 2).

We also analysed whether there was a relationship between condition and participants’ change in the view of the scene (e.g. did participants in the murder condition more often shift their opinion towards murder), but we found no differences between the conditions.

Participants were also asked how confident they were about their assessment of the most likely scenario after processing the crime scene.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>fl: suicide</th>
<th>fl: indecisive</th>
<th>fl: murder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suicide Count</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Residual</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>$-1.7^*$</td>
<td>$-0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Count</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Residual</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>$-0.4$</td>
<td>$-0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder Count</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Residual</td>
<td>$-2.4^{**}$</td>
<td>$2.0^{*}$</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.10$.
** $p < 0.05$.
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Table 2
Chi-square most likely scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>ml: suicide</th>
<th>ml: indecisive</th>
<th>ml: murder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suicide count</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted residual</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−1.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control count</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted residual</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder count</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within condition</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted residual</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>−1.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.10.

A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant effect of condition on confidence scores $F(2, 49) = 0.28, p = 0.76$. ¹

3.5. Other measures

To assess whether there were other factors that could explain the differences in the interpretation of the crime scene some additional one-way ANOVAs were performed. Results indicated no significant effect of condition on motivation to make a proper reconstruction of the event $F(2, 55) = 0.09, p = 0.92$, perceived time pressure $F(2, 55) = 0.03, p = 0.98$ or confidence in seeing the important traces $F(2, 55) = 0.09, p = 0.98$.

4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether prior information would influence the interpretation and decision-making at a crime scene. It was expected that participants would secure different traces and have a different view of what had happened at the crime scene, depending on the prior information they had received. The analyses that were conducted to test these expectations showed that participants indeed interpreted the crime scene differently, dependent on the condition they were in. This effect was especially present in the murder and suicide conditions.

Firstly, the analyses showed that in the suicide condition more participants than expected wrote down suicide as a first impression and fewer participants than expected wrote down indecisive as a first impression. In the murder condition the opposite happened, fewer participants than expected wrote down suicide as a first impression and more participants than expected wrote down indecisive as a first impression. Furthermore, results revealed that the participants in the suicide condition had significantly more confidence in their first impression of the crime scene compared to participants in the murder condition. These findings could be explained by the fact that, at first glance, the crime scene looks very clean and neat. There are no obvious signs of a struggle or a violent offense. This is in accordance with the fact that the crime scene was staged as a suicide by the perpetrator. For participants in the suicide and control condition, this image was not contradicted by the prior information they had received, which might have made them more willing to follow the suggestion of a suicide. Whereas participants in the murder condition were a bit more hesitant to write down suicide as a first impression, as this was contradicted by the prior information that was presented to them.

Secondly, results revealed that in the suicide condition fewer participants than expected wrote down "murder" as the most likely scenario, whereas in the murder condition again the opposite happened with more participants than expected who wrote down "murder" as most likely scenario. This is in line with findings by for example, Dror et al. [24] who demonstrated that contextual information influenced the decision making of fingerprint experts. When the experts were presented with a different context the majority of the experts made different decisions about whether the same fingerprints were a match or a non-match.

To summarize the findings concerning the interpretation of the crime scene: both the initial assessment of the scene and the most likely scenario that was written down after the investigation was finished seemed to be influenced by the prior information the participants were provided with, even though roughly the same traces were secured. There was no evidence found that other factors such as motivation, perceived time pressure or confidence in seeing the important traces explained the different interpretations of the scene between the conditions. It should, however, be noted that in the present study a substantial number of participants explained that the most likely scenario was not a conclusion but an evaluation of an uncertain situation. Most participants wrote down two possible scenarios (murder or suicide) and the majority of the participants indicated that they would have to wait for the lab results of the traces before they could come to a definite conclusion.

The second expectation of the present study concerned the traces participants would secure. It was expected that participants in the suicide condition would focus more on for example the suicide note and the medication and participants in the murder condition would focus more on the rope, the knot and evidence on the victim's body. Contrary to expectations, no evidence was found to support that expectation. There were no significant differences between the conditions as to which crime related traces the participants secured. A possible explanation for this null finding is that, in this case, traces were not distinctive enough. To differentiate between the scenarios murder and suicide the same traces had to be secured and tested. Furthermore, securing traces is done routinely to a great extent. Crime scene investigators have more or less fixed locations were they look for evidence in certain types of cases. In this case, most of the traces could be found in logical places for a suspicious death, providing an additional explanation for the null finding. The few traces that could be found in atypical places were, consequently, secured less often by all participants. So, some traces were secured by almost all participants, whereas other traces were secured by only a small minority of participants, making it difficult to analyse the influence of secured traces on the most likely scenario.

Although it was not a major factor under study, a significant effect of condition on the number of secured traces was found. On average, participants secured most traces in the murder condition and least in the suicide condition. It might be the case that participants in the murder condition approached the crime scene as a more serious case in which they did not want to risk not securing possibly important traces. Also, crime scene investigators, like all employees in the police force, have to work cost effective. Securing and sending in traces for further analyses costs money. It is more common to make these costs for solving a presumable murder case than to exclude the possibility that a likely suicide might actually be a murder.

4.1. Limitations

A potential limitation of the current study is that it relied on a mock crime scene that was presented in a virtual environment. Several participants indicated that they missed the 'feel' of an actual crime scene. It is different when you are not able to walk around in person and perceive, smell and hear things as you would in a real (world) scene. Furthermore, in cases like these, the victim's body is an important source of information for the crime scene investigators. They can, for instance, assess whether there are defensive wounds and how the livor mortis is developed, to see if it fits with the rest of the evidence in the crime scene. In this study, an anatomical mannequin was used, so it was not possible for the crime scene investigators to include this information in their assessment of the scene. Also, the gender of the mannequin

¹ A new variable was created to explore the relationship between condition, most likely scenario and confidence in more depth adopting the method of Ask and Granhag [2]. Results showed again no significant differences between the conditions $F(2, 44) = 0.82, p = 0.45$. Please cite this article as: C.A.J. van den Eeden, et al., Forensic expectations: Investigating a crime scene with prior information, Sci. Justice (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scijus.2016.08.003
was female. In the present study, gender of the victim was not a factor under study and therefore not included as a condition, but this may have been a factor in decision-making.

A further limitation of the present study includes the small sample size of 58 crime scene investigators. To test for statistical significance a larger sample size is preferable. However, forensics is a specialized department within the police force and there are only a couple of hundred crime scene investigators working in The Netherlands. Also, only one type of case, consisting of one crime scene, was used to test the possible influence of prior information. Findings from the present study can therefore not be generalized to all crime scenes and all criminal cases.

A third potential limitation concerns the large standard deviations for the number of secured traces. Although this variance also occurred in the control condition and we therefore cannot say that it is a result of the prior information, we did not expect such large differences in the number and nature of the secured traces.

The differences that we found in this study were only present between the two experimental groups who received contextual prior information. There were no differences between one of the experimental conditions and the control condition. However, one can argue whether this is a problem. It hardly ever happens that a crime scene investigator goes to a scene without any prior information. Other police officers, who are usually the first ones present at the scene share their findings before the crime scene investigators start the investigation.

As the present study was an exploratory study, it is difficult to compare the results with other findings. Therefore, more empirical work needs to be done on this research topic to gain more insight in the influence of prior information and the implications findings might have on the work of crime scene investigators. Additional studies could for instance use a different crime scene, a different case, different gender or age of the victim, a physical mock crime scene instead of a virtual scene or have more distinguishing traces in the scene.

5. Conclusion

Although a substantial body of literature is dedicated to the influence of expectancy effects in forensic contexts the present study is the first in which the influence of these effects on decision making at the scene of crime is explored. There are some limitations that have to be taken into account, but findings do indicate that prior information appears to have an influence on the initial assessment of the scene, then no influence is found on the traces that were secured and the influence is again present for the most likely scenario that was formulated after finishing the investigation. Investigating a crime scene involves complex information processing with different types of information such as visual, oral and written that all have to be weighed and considered carefully. Also, securing traces is partly routine work. Despite all these possibly confounding factors results of the present study demonstrate that the influence of prior information reaches as far as the end of the crime scene investigation, namely the most likely scenario that is formulated.

In the present study, we found substantial evidence for the influence of cognitive biases on the interpretation of the crime scene. At the same time, detectives’ routines and policies set in place seem to mitigate the influence of cognitive biases on their behaviour at the crime scene (i.e. which traces they secured).

Besides displaying important findings the present study also raises some important questions, as little is still known about decision making at the scene of crime. It was mentioned above that crime scene investigators have great professional autonomy and there are little guidelines on how to search for evidence and interpret a crime scene.

The present study aims to be the starting point of gaining more knowledge about the influence of prior information and expectations on perception and decision making at the scene of crime, as it is essential that these mechanisms are better understood in order to prevent biased decisions as much as possible in the future.
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Appendix A

Map of the ground floor.

Appendix B

Crime related evidence in the mock crime scene.
- Rope
- Knot
- Victim
- Hairs on victim
- Robe
- Blood on chair
- Blood on door handle
- Gravel from door handle
- Fallen candle holder
- Fallen candle holder
- Flower pot
- Suicide note
- Medication
- Pen
- Glass
Diary
Coffee cups
Cigarettes
Shopping list
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